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Turn your bricks into blockbusters with this movie-making guide! Youâ€™ve seen the smash-hit film;

now itâ€™s time to step into the directorâ€™s chair and make your own. Forget big budgets, A-list

movie stars, and exotic locations&#151;this comprehensive guide will show you how to make a

stop-motion movie using little more than a camera, a computer, and your own LEGO

collection.From picking out the right gear, planning a story, and setting up shots, to animating

minifigures, editing, and promoting your film online, Brick Flicks has enough tips and tricks to turn a

popcorn prentice and into an Oscar-worthy wizard. Along with a brief history of Brickfilms, official

LEGO shows, movies, and associated products, and a wealth of knowledge and expertise from

some of the most popular Brickfilms producers out there, this is a must-have purchase for any

budding directors, young or old, who want to turn their box of bricks into flicks.
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While I am still in the process of reading it, I am very pleased with what this book has to offer;

history of brickfilming, equipment, basic and advanced techniques, and interviews with current and

past brickfilmers. I consider myself a decent animator so I wasn't sure how much help this book

would be, but I'm pleased to say that I've already learned a few tricks. I'm excited to continue

reading this informative guide!p.s. Forgot to mention but the images are great as well. It's a very

colorful book. Easy to read and fun to look at.



This was purchased as a gift for a 9 year old boy. His parents bought him a lego stop-motion kit and

this book was given as an accessory. He loves it and uses it so much, his mother is taking it to an

office store in order to make it a spiral bound book.

This is a terrific book! Not only do you get a step by step walk-through of the stopmotion basics, but

you also get exclusive interviews with the best brick-filmers out there! Zach Macias, Paul

Hollingsworth, Jonathan Vaughn; just to name a few. The book gives plenty of information so that

any budding filmaker can become a master!

This book gives anyone what they want to know about lego stop motion. After a few years of trying

to learn things myself, it was such a relief to finally find a book that had it all in one place. If you are

trying to learn LEGO Stop Motion, then I don't understand why you don't own this book; yes it's

THAT good.

This book was great! It tells you how to start a simple or complicated stop-motion animation with

Lego. I use it all the time for reference and have learned a ton about how to make awesome

animations. If you want to learn about stop-motion and how to do it, Get this book!

So thorough and expertly put together! Loved hearing from great Lego Filmmakers. The collection of

links and all pics are very helpful.

As an experienced brickfilmer, I aprove and recomend this book to anyone who wants to get started

with stop motion. Lots of good tips even if you won't be using LEGO.

The whole book was great but the best parts of this book for me was the information around lip

syncing with lego characters and the interviews with seasoned professionals.
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